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From: Joshua Miller
To: Common Council Executive Committee
Subject: District 19 Alder application Joshua Miller
Date: Friday, December 22, 2023 11:04:09 AM
Attachments: Resume Complete.pdf

Salutations,
                 Attached is my complete resume which has most of what was asked for in the
application process. I will just attach the other statements to this email.
                                                                                                       I would like to start off by
saying I have no civic experience and I just moved here from out of state. I hope to serve to
make life better for the people who live in this part of the city, and maybe learn and assist
from other districts to help improve the city as a whole. I would like to assist people who are
struggling to find a safe place to sleep at night or food to eat as I know how that feels. I would
also like to try to find a solution to provide everyone with affordable housing that doesn't
infringe on the beauty of all the local wildlife and parks nearby. I would also like to expand
the city park systems, from what I've seen here there are a lot of parks but most are small. I
would like to connect some of the smaller parks to the bigger parks, or expand the bigger
parks to encompass the smaller parks so people can feel more safe to and enjoy these little
pieces of nature surrounding the city. There are plenty of parks around the city, none of them
seem interconnected via pathway for walking or riding a bicycle without using a city street or
sidewalk. I'm also interested in seeing what the water quality around the city and state while
trying to implement ways to provide everyone with clean uncontaminated water. And
hopefully learn what it takes to become a great city council member along the way as I'm sure
there is more that comes with the territory. I would only run for 2025 election if I felt that I did
well enough to deserve a name on the ballot.
                                                                                                                          Best wishes,
                                                                                                                          Joshua Miller
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SUMMARY  

I am a hardworking individual capable of leading a large group of people to a similar goal. I 

have the ability to pick up new work skill fast and once I am shown or explained the correct 

way to do anything I will remember. Once I am assigned a tasked, I will ensure the task is 

completed correctly and in a timely manner.  

  

SUMMARY OF SKILLS 

Leadership 

Integrity   

Work Ethic  

Dedication   

Learning Ability 

 

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY  

U.S. Marine Corps, Twentynine Palms, CA  

Title of position: AFCO/UT Platoon Sergeant  

 Sergeant              09/2020 – 01/2022  

Description of duties: Daily accountability and ensuring wellbeing of Marines. 

Ensure training and PME completion for platoon. 

Disseminate information from the command down to the Platoon. 

Conduct daily physical training with platoon. 

Advise SNCOIC/OIC about upcoming operations, maintenance, and updates about Marines 

inside the Platoon.   

     

          Camp Hansen, Okinawa, Japan 

          Title of position: 31st MEU/CLB- 31 Waterside Chief Engineer Platoon 

         Sergeant      `        07/2017 – 09/2020  

Description of duties: To coordinate and plan water purification operations across PACOM as 

the SME for CLB-31. Ensure all Marines and gear are in good working order to deploy within 

48 hours across PACOM for combat or humanitarian missions.    

  

         Camp Hansen, Okinawa, Japan 

         Title of position: 9th ESB Lot Chief/ MTU Chief 

          Private First Class -Sergeant             07/2014 – 07/2017  

Description of duties: Operate and maintain 30 million dollars’ worth of water purification gear 

to deploy within 72 hours in PACOM. Ensure the physical and mental readiness for 60 Marines 



under my charge. To train and ensure all Marines have fired pistol/ rifle range every year. 

Creating rosters for all Marines on range and uploading scores to MCTIMS.   

  

          Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 

          Private-Private First Class            10/2013 – 05/2014  

Description of duties: Required to complete MCT to transition to engineer school. Once at 

engineer school complete all classes assigned. Ensure the accountability and punctuality of all 

Marines in class as guide.   

              

L.A. Cuts Landscaping, Ocala, Florida  

Landscaper                                     08/2010 – 09/2013  

Visually inspect all vehicles and equipment are in good working order. Ensure team members 

arrive to each job site on time and work to expectations set out by the company. Interact with 

customers on the quality of work done on their property and ask if any there are any additional 

requests they would like completed.   

 

Pizza Hut                                                                                                 2011-2013 

Delivery Driver/Cook 

Cook all food according to the recipes while ensuring quality products are being served. Work 

well as a team member to get the job and done while keeping the place tidy. Deliver pizza and 

collect money or signatures as needed. 

 

Lowes/Sears Ocala, Florida                                                                    2007-2010 

Warehouse Associate 

Ensure the trucks were correct and unload all contents and organize them for stock or out on 

the floor and assist with stocking. Obtained forklift, scissor lift certification. Assist the 

customer when needed, help to load vehicles if needed. Organize warehouse and lots when 

needed. Assemble various things such as grills, workout equipment, lawnmowers etc.  

 

McDonald’s/Wendy’s   Ocala, Florida                                                                                           

Cook/Cashier                                                                                          2004-2006 

To arrive at work on time and as apart of a team to complete orders in a timely fashion. Rather 

that’s cooking in the back or handling orders in the front or drive-thru. Ensure working areas 

and customers areas were clean. Ensuring that each customer got the order they wanted and 

treat everyone with respect. 

 

EDUCATION/TRAINING  

 

High School  

Forrest High School/ Marion Technical Institute- Automotive                   2003-2007 

        

College  

San Bernardino Valley College – General Studies                                      2022-2023 



 

LICENSES  

Forklift/ scissor lift 

MEP 1040/ 1070 generator 

LWPS/ TWPS water purifier  

WQAS-P water testing kit 

M26 JSTDS-SS CBRN decontamination washer 

  

        

AWARDS/RECONGITIONS  

United States Marine Corps- National Defense Service Medal, Sea Service Deployment Ribbon 

x5, Humanitarian Service Medal, Good Conduct Medal x2,  Global War on Terrorism Service 

Medal. 




